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Chapter 1 : The homoerotic photography of Carl Van Vechten | Art Blart
The Homoerotic Photography of Carl Van Vechten: Public Face, Private Thoughts [James Smalls] on
calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A critical study of the private, homoerotic, interracial
photographs taken by Carl Van Vechten, a patron of the arts of black America.

His father was a wealthy and prominent banker. His mother established the Cedar Rapids public library and
was musically talented. He described his hometown as "that unloved town". In order to advance his education,
he decided in to study at the University of Chicago. As a student, he became increasingly interested in writing
and wrote for the college newspaper "University of Chicago Weekly". After graduating from college in , Van
Vechten accepted a job as a columnist for the Chicago American. In his column "The Chaperone" Van
Vechten covered many different topics through a style of semi autobiographical gossip and criticism. This was
the first time he was thought to have experimented with photography which would later become one of his
greatest passions. Some described his contributions to the paper as "lowering the tone of the Hearst papers".
He was hired as the assistant music critic at The New York Times. He returned to his job at The New York
Times in , where he became the first American critic of modern dance. This was an innovative type of art
which explores new styles or subject matters and is thought to be well ahead of other art in terms of technique,
subject matter and application. He also attended premiers in Paris where he met American author and poet
Gertrude Stein in He was considered to be one of Steins most enthusiastic fans. In his piece Van Vechten
attempted to demystify Gertrude Stein and bring clarity to her works. In his piece Van Vechten came to the
conclusion that Gertrude Stein is a difficult author to understand and she can be best understood when one has
been guided through her work by an "expert insider". He writes that "special writers require special readers".
They were also known to attend public gatherings for black people and even on occasion visit black friends in
their homes. His Life and Works and ending with Parties. As an appreciator of the arts, Van Vechten was
extremely intrigued by the explosion of creativity which was occurring in Harlem. He was drawn towards the
tolerance of Harlem society and its draw towards black writers and artists. He also felt most accepted there as
a gay man. However for a long time he was also seen as a very controversial figure. In other words he believed
that black people should be free to explore their sexuality and singers should follow their natural talents such
as jazz, spirituals and blues. He was credited for the surge in white interest in Harlem nightlife and culture. He
was also involved in helping well respected writers like Langston Hughes and Nella Larsen find publishers for
their first works. A Portrait in Black and White explores the messy and uncomfortable realities of race, and the
complicated tangle of black and white in America. Van Vechten died in , at the age of 84, in New York City.
The Beinecke Library also holds a collection titled "Living Portraits: American Portraits, Harlem Heroes was
completed in This novel was recognized as contemporary and an important work to the collection of Harlem
Renaissance history. In his novel autobiographical facts were arranged into a fictional form. In addition to
Peter Whiffle, Van Vechten wrote several other novels. One of them, The Tattooed Countess, was a disguised
manipulation of his memories of growing up in Cedar Rapids. Van Vechten called this book "my Negro
novel". He intended for this novel to depict how African Americans were living in Harlem and not about the
suffrage of Blacks in the South who were dealing with racism and lynchings. Although many encouraged Van
Vechten to reconsider giving his novel such a controversial name, he could not resist having an incendiary
title. Some worried that his title would take away from the content of the book. Some saw the novel as
depicting Black people as "alien and strange" while others valued the novel for its representation of African
Americans as everyday people, with complexity and flaws just like the average White person was. Alain
Locke sent Van Vechten a letter from Berlin citing his novel Nigger Heaven and the excitement surrounding
its release as his primary reason for making an imminent return home. In addition Gertrude Stein sent Van
Vechten a letter from France writing that the novel was the best thing he had ever written. Stein also played an
important role in the development of the novel. Du Bois and Black novelist Wallace Thurman. Du Bois
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dismised the novel as being "cheap melodrama" [15] Decades after the book was published, literary critic and
scholar Ralph Ellison remembered Van Vechten as a bad influence, an unpleasant character who "introduced a
note of decadence into Afro-American literary matters which was not needed.
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Chapter 2 : The Homoerotic Photography of Carl Van Vechten - James Smalls - Bok () | Bokus
Amply illustrated with 60 pioneering duotones, "The Homoerotic Photography of Carl Van Vechten" celebrates the
sensual nude male form with both candour and reverence, offering a rare glimpse into the private domain of the master
photographer and his handsome subjects.

Like his dear friend, Djuna Barnes, Van Vechten embraced a more arch view of literary history than did his
close friend, Gertrude Stein. Although the tensions of those oppositions were at the heart of his writing and
photographyâ€”even his partyingâ€”I believe he was never truly as comfortable as he wanted to be with the
trajectory of his own radical visions. And accordingly, his remarkable recording of midth century figures
represents a sense of propriety and societal appropriation than he privately felt, particularly given his own,
hidden, homoerotic photographs. And this appeals, still today, I realized, despite the sometimes less than
specular results of his photographs, that makes his often amateurish-like works so appealing. But others loved
the photograph. The next photo I posted, the lovely pairing of dancers and companions Hugh Laing and
Anthony Tudor, received about 40 responses, obviously appealing to the community on my Facebook.
Everyone is young, beautiful, and potentially wonderful! He promoted the future more than the past! Boxer
Joe Louis was followed by lesbian novelist Anais Nin, artist Salvador Dali, American playwright and novelist
Thornton Wilder, dressed in long trench coat and looking extremely powerfully over the camera lens, and a
sexy, slightly scornful opera singer, Leontye Price. A rather fragile and frightened actor Ruby Dee was
followed by the great singing performer Paul Robeson, after which I posted a picture, in full sartorial formal
dress, of Van Vechten himself. Through Van Vechten, I introduced by friends to the witty Algonquin member
Beatrice Kaufman, the conservativeâ€”anti-gayâ€”leader of the Harlem community, W. There was only one
response to the photo British author Evelyn Waughâ€”he appears to be forgotten by my Facebook
friendsâ€”and hardly anyone responded to the gay couple, playwright Donald Windham and Sandy Campbell,
who introduced Van Vechten to playwright Tennessee Williams. I mention all of these figures not to celebrate
anything I might have done by reposting these easily accessible images, but simply to indicate the vast archive
that Van Vechten left The Beineke Library of Yale University. These Black, gay, drunk, profane celebrants
were all, in one respect or another, outside of the American mainstream, yet people who Carl Van Vechten
readily and enthusiastically embraced. Whatever the celebrity posers might have thought of him, Van Vechten
loved them all, documented them, made sure that their presence might be felt upon the whole of the American
culture. His achievement, no matter how one interprets his ego and intentions, has yet to be matched! He
charged nothing for the sittings, and generally awarded the participants with free negatives. For him it was an
act of a generous reiteration to the U. The amazing thing is that most of them, now, matter to all of us! Los
Angeles, April 3, Posted by.
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Chapter 3 : Green Integer Blog: "Just Jolly" (on the homoerotic photographs of Carl Van Vechten)
Q Syndicate "The Homoerotic Photography of Carl Van Vechten contains 60 photographs along with a learned but
highly accessible discussion of the photographer and his place as an artist and as a gay man.

The conditions of photography leave open spaces of interpretation and transgression, in-between spaces that
allow artists to subvert the normative mapping of reality. Photography has always opened up to artists the
possibility of offering the viewer images open to interpretation, where the constructed personal narratives of
the viewer are mediated through mappings of identity, body and place that challenge how the viewer sees the
world and the belief systems that sustain that view. Here photography can subvert, can undertake a more
surreptitious eroding of the basis of belief in the status quo. For example, it might be felt that we all have our
own versions of the truth about which we must tolerantly agree to differ. Subjective truth has to be actively
struggled for: What an important statement this is with regard to the potential subversive nature of
photography. The Subversion of Cultural Hegemony: Conversely, art that lies another form of transgression
can be used to uphold institutions that wish to reinforce the perception of their social position through the
verification of truth in reality. This is in itself a cultural policy statement, a statement by abrogation rather than
action. If you have any doubts discuss them with others and try and assess the level of risk involved.
Unfortunately, these are highly subjective areas and obscenity laws are driven by current community standards
that are constantly shifting. Defaming someone in Australia can be a very serious offence. Sometimes
controversy can bring a project to public attention. And just because your project is small, this does not protect
you from potential prosecution in the courts. Although not advised, if you do take risks in these areas make
sure your project team are all equally aware of them and all in favour of doing so. Some of these photographs
now reside in The Kinsey Institute see my research into these images on my PhD website. During my research
I have been unable to find a definition of the theoretical role of arts policy in dealing with transgression in art.
Perhaps this is acceptable for surely the purpose of an arts policy is primarily to facilitate artistic activity of
any variety, whether is be transgressive or not, as long as that artistic activity challenges people to look at the
world in a new light. There are two main discernable approaches in this research. Whether this inquiry fits in
with the socio-political imperative of nation building or the economic rationalism of arts as a cultural industry
and how censorship and free speech fit in with this economic modelling is an interesting topic for research. It
acknowledges that ethical merits or demerits of works do condition their aesthetic value. For example, the
rationality of the economic market forces, the political media and bureaucracies, the intrinsic values of the
aesthetic rationality and of the anthropological conceptualisation of culture are all different rationalities in play
in the cultural field â€¦ in a broader sense cultural policy, however, is also about the clash of ideas,
institutional struggles and power relations in the production, dissemination and reception of arts and symbolic
meaning in society. In democratic societies governed by law, cultural policy according to this argumentation is
the outcome of the debate about which values forms of recognition are considered important for the
individuals and collectives a given society. Is it the instrumental rationality of the economic and political
medias or the communicative rationality of art and culture, which shall be dominating in society? Australia is
at heart a very conservative country and arts funding policies, while not specifically stating this, still support
the status quo and their self-referential position within this system of power and control.
Chapter 4 : Carl Van Vechten - Wikipedia
Carl Van Vechten (June 17, - December 21, ) was an American writer and artistic photographer who was a patron of the
Harlem Renaissance and the literary executor of Gertrude Stein.

Chapter 5 : Carl Van Vechten â€“ WikipÃ©dia
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This is a pretty interesting book to read. James Smalls analyzes the, secret, interracial homoerotic photographs of Carl
Van Vechten in relationship to the photographer's epoch (Harlem Renaissance).

Chapter 6 : Green Integer Blog: April
Upsetting the court of public opinion A very interesting article, Covering their arts by John Elder (October 13, ), examines
the controversy over Bill Henson's images of children sparked an age of censorship that is still spooking artists and
galleries in Australia.

Chapter 7 : calendrierdelascience.com | The Homoerotic Photography of Carl Van Vechten | | James Smal
Focuses on homoerotic, interracial male nudes and discusses the images in the context of primitivism's relationship to
modernism, camp sensibility and theatricality, white privilege and exotic.

Chapter 8 : The Homoerotic Photography of Carl Van Vechten: Public Face, Private Thoughts by James Sm
The departure point for this incisive volume is a series of nude, interracial, homoerotic photographs that Van Vechten
took in the s and '40s (unsealed by Yale's Beinecke archives in ).
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